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ON THE IDEAL CLASS GROUPS OF IMAGINARY ABELIAN FIELDS
WITH SMALL CONDUCTOR

KUNIAKI HORIE AND HIROKO OGURA

Abstract. Let k be any imaginary abelian field with conductor not exceeding

100, where an abelian field means a finite abelian extension over the rational

field Q contained in the complex field. Let C(k) denote the ideal class group

of k , C~(k) the kernel of the norm map from C(k) to the ideal class group

of the maximal real subfield of k , and f(k) the conductor of k ; f(k) < 100 .
Proving a preliminary result on 2-ranks of ideal class groups of certain imaginary

abelian fields, this paper determines the structure of the abelian group C~~(k)

and, under the condition that either [k : Q] < 23 or f(k) is not a prime

> 71 , determines the structure of C(k).

We shall mean by an abelian field a finite abelian extension over the rational

field Q contained in the complex field C. For any abelian field k, let h(k)
denote the class number of k, C(k) the ideal class group of k, r2(k) the

2-rank of C(k), k+ the maximal real subfield of k, Cir(k) the (group of)

circular units of k in the sense of Sinnott [14], Cir+(k) the group of real

elements of Cir(k), and Cir*(/c) the group of totally positive elements of k+

in Cir(fc) ; Cir*(Â:) c Cir+(k) = Cir(Â:) n k+ . Furthermore, for each subfield

k' of k, let Nk/k, denote the norm map from k to k'. Given any positive

integer m not congruent to 2 modulo 4, let Km denote the cyclotomic field of

w-th roots of unity in C, namely, let

Km = Q(Cm),        where Cm = e2*'"".

In this paper, we shall first prove the following:

I. Let p and q be distinct prime numbers. Let K be an imaginary abelian

field with conductor a p-power, L an imaginary abelian field with conductor a

q-power, and t the number of distinct prime ideals dividing p of the composite
K+L+. Let ô = 0 or 1 according as the degree [K+ : Q] is odd or even.

Assume further that h(K+L+) is odd and that only a prime ideal of K L divides

q. Then

r2(KL+) > r2(K+L) + t-S-\       if Cir*(K+L) çzNKL+IK+L+(KL+) ;

r2(KL+) < r2(K+L) + t-2       unless Cir* (K+L) CNKL+/K+L+(KL+).
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Our proof of this assertion I is mainly based upon an algebraic interpretation

by Sinnott [14] of the analytic class number formula. Verifying

Cir*(K13(v/5)) ç Wk^/k^v/sí^K^)

and using some results in [4, 11, 12], such as /z(Kf3(\/5)) = 1 and /z(K5Kf3)

= 24 , we shall next see from I that C(K5K^3) is an elementary abelian 2-group
of rank 4.

Now, for any abelian field k , let f(k) denote the conductor of k . If k is

imaginary, let h~(k) denote the relative class number of k and C~(k) the

kernel of the norm map C(k) —» C(k+). We then call C~(k) the relative class

group of k. Note here that since the norm map C(k) —> C(k+) is surjective

by class field theory, the condition h(k+) = 1 is equivalent to the condition

C(k) = C~(k) and the relative class number h~(k) equals the order of the

relative class group C~(k) ; h~(k) = \C~(k)\. As usual, Z will denote the ring

of (rational) integers and N the set of positive integers. The additive group of

Z will be denoted by the same letter Z. We mean by a cyclic field an abelian

field whose Galois group over Q is cyclic. For each odd prime / and each

n £ N dividing / - 1, let K/ „ denote the subfield of K¡ with degree n, so
that K/ „ is a cyclic field. In addition, let K6o,4 denote the unique imaginary
cyclic field of degree 4 with conductor 60 :

K60,4 = Q((Í5-C;1)^).

Put

L65,12 = Q((C5 - C5-')(Cl3 - Cr3')(C,3 - tf)) .       L-65,.2 = Q((Cl3 - Cf/)^ ).

These are the distinct imaginary cyclic fields of degree 12 with conductor 65

other than K5K13 3. Let K(,& 8, K6g 4, and K96 8 denote the imaginary cyclic

fields such that /(K68,8) = /(K68,4) = 68,/(K96,8) = 96, [K68,8:Q] =

[K96,8:Q]   =   8, and [K68,4:Q]  =  4:

K68,8 = Q((Ci7 - C¡?)(í.7 - in )v^Tv),
/ /-\

K68 4 = Qh/-lV-4/t7    ,
V _/

K96,8=Q((C32 + C32')v/r3).

Here, for each z £ C other than any non-negative real number, we understand

that yfz denotes the square root of z in C whose imaginary part is positive.

Let us write %f for the family of imaginary abelian fields k with f(k) <

100. It is well known that the relative class numbers of all fields in ß? are

calculated by Hasse [4]. We add in passing that \3?\ = 369. Now, once the

structure of the abelian group C_(K5K|3) = C(K5K^3) is determined, various

results on abelian fields in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15] help us to
determine the structure, as abelian groups, of the relative class groups of all

fields in &.

II. The relative class group of an imaginary abelian field in %? is not cyclic if

and only if the imaginary abelian field coincides with one of the following 34
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fields:

K29,   ^41 >   ^60,4,   K65>   K5KÎ3 >   K5Kl3,3;   Ki3(v5 ) ,   Lo5i2,   L-65,12'

K68,8,  K68,4,  K77,  K7K+,  K+K„,  I+'(V=5Î),  Q(^2A ),  K87,

K+9(v/=3),  ^^(v^),  K29,7(v^87),  K91,  K7K+3,  K7K13,4,

K7(VT3), K+K13, K+K13,4, KfK13(3(>/=5î), K^v^î), K96,

K&ry^î), K96,8(v^T), K96,8(V3), K96,8, K99.

The maximal real subfield of each of these fields has class number 1, and

C(K29) 3 C(L65,12) =■ C(I45>12) = C(K29,7(v/=3 )) = C(K+(v/=9T ))

— (Z/2Z)  ,

C(K41)^(Z/11Z)2,

C(K60,4) s C(K5K13j3) s C(k13(V5 )) s C(K68,8) s C(K68,4)

S C(K+(v^2T )) =■ CtQtv^ )) S C^VH )) S C(K+K13>4)

= (Z/2Z)2,

C(K65) S (Z/4Z)2 e (Z/2Z)2 , C(K5K+3) 3 C(K+K,, ) S (Z/2Z)4,

C(K77) 2 (Z/4Z)4 © (Z/5Z), C(K7K+ ) St (Z/2Z)4 © (Z/5Z),

C(K87) S (Z/8Z)3 © (Z/3Z), C(K+9(yf^3 )) S (Z/4Z)3 © (Z/3Z),

C(K29,7(v^87 )) =• (Z/2Z)4 © (Z/3Z),

CÏK91) = (Z/4Z)2 © (Z/7Z) © (Z/13Z) © (Z/37Z),

C(K7K+3) S (Z/2Z)2 © (Z/7Z) © (Z/13Z), C(K7K13,4) S (Z/4Z)2,

C(K+K13) £ (Z/2Z)2 © (Z/37Z),

C(K+K13,3(v/=9Y )) =■ (Z/2Z)3 © (Z/7Z),

C(K96) S C(K+2(v^3 )) S (Z/3Z)2 ,

C(K96>8(v^T )) £ C(K96,s(V3 )) £ C(K96,8) £ (Z/2Z) © (Z/3Z)2,

C(K99)^(Z/3Z)©(Z/31Z)2.

In the last section of the paper, for any imaginary abelian field k  in the

difference set ¿F\{K71 , K73, K73,24, K79, K79j26, K83, K89, K97, K97,32},

we shall see that C(k) is a cyclic group if and only if C~(k) is a cyclic group.

1

We shall prove I in this section. For simplicity, let G be the Galois group

of K+L over Q: G = Gal(ÄT+L/Q). As usual, let Z[G] and Q[G] denote
respectively the group ring of G over Z and the group algebra of G over Q.

We regard Z[G] as a lattice of Q[C7]. Let / be the element of G such that,

for each a £ K+L, j(a) is the complex conjugate of a. Let 9Í denote the

ideal of Z[G] generated by 1 + 7 : 5K = (1 +j)Z[G]. For each subset Y of G,
denote by s(Y) the sum in Z[G] of all elements of Y: s(Y) = ^2yeYy . Given
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any prime number /, let 7} denote the inertia group of / for the extension

K+L/Q and let
i

1   "    A

where A ranges over the Frobenius automorphisms of / for K+L/Q. Note

that

Tp = Gal(K+L/L),        Tq = Gal(K+L/K+).

We define il to be the SH-module generated in Q[G] by s(G), s(Tp)(l - sg),
s(Tq)(l - sp), and (1 - sp)(l - sq). It follows that il as well as 91 is a lattice

of the Q-algebra (1 +j)Q[G] (cf. §§1,2 of [14]), so that £Rnil is also a lattice
of ( 1 + j)Q[G]. On the other hand, j does not belong to Tp but belongs to

Tq , and from the assumption we see that G coincides with the decomposition

group of q for K+L/Q and that the degree of q for K+L/Q equals [K+ : Q].
Therefore, by Theorem 5.1 of [14], the generalized index (9t : il), i.e., the ratio

of the group index [ÍR : ÍR n il] to the group index [il : 9\ n il] is equal to 2X+S :

(K:íl)=m'-mnü] =2X+S.
{        '      [il : 9t n il]

Now, for each abelian field k , let E(k) denote the unit group of k and E*(k)

the group of totally positive elements of k in E(k). Since the unit index of

K+L equals 1 by "Satz 22" of [4], Theorem 4.1 of [14] implies that

[E(K+L) : Cir(K+L)] = h(K+L+)2~8(i}\ : il),        where g = 1 or 2.

Furthermore, since Cir*(#+L) = Cir(^+L) n E*(K+L+), Cir*(K+L) is a sub-

group of E*(K+L+) with index dividing [E(K+L) : Cir(K+L)];

[E*(K+L+) : Cir*(K+L)] \ [E(K+L) : Cir(K+L)].

Consequently,

(1) [E*(K+L+) : Cix*(K+L)] \ h(K+L+)2s.

We next put

Eo = E(K+L+) n NKL+/K+L+(KL+).

Clearly,  E0  is a subgroup of E*(K+L+) with index dividing 2[*+L+:QI.   It

follows from 2 \ h(K+L+) that {c £ C(KL+) \ c2 = 1} is the set of ambiguous
ideal classes in the Sylow 2-subgroup of C(KL+) for the quadratic extension

KL+/K+L+ . Hence the well-known formula for the number of ambiguous ideal

classes shows us that
2/-i+[a:+l+ :Q]

[E(K+L+) : E0]

indeed, / equals the number of prime ideals of K+L+ ramified in KL+ . As

just one prime ideal of K+L+ is ramified in K+L by the assumption on q,

we similarly obtain

[E(K+L+) : E(K+L+) n NK+L,K+L*{K+L)\

and Hasse's norm theorem and product formula show that

E(K+L+) n NK+L/K+LfK+L) = E*(K+L+).
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Inus

[> ~[E*(K+L+):E0y

Now, if Cir*(K+L) ç NKL+/K+L+(KL+), i.e., Cít*(K+L) ç E0, then (1)

implies by 2\h(K+L+) that the 2-power [E*(K+L+) : E0] divides 2s , so that,
by (2), we have

r2(A:L+) > r2(K+L) + t - Ô - 1.

If Cir*(K+L) is not contained in NKL+/K+L+(KL+), namely, there exists an

element of Cir*(A^+L) not contained in Eq , then obviously [E*(K+L+) : E0] >

2, and hence it follows again from (2) that

r2(A:L+) < r2(K+L) + t - 2.

Therefore the assertion I is proved.

-,
¿-

The main purpose of the present section is to prove that

C(K5K+3) = C-(K5K+3) S (Z/2Z)4.

From Example 4.1 of [12], we know that h(K+5) = 1 . This implies by class

field theory that h(K+3(yß)) = h(Q(yß, VU)) = 1, since the prime ideal of

Q(\/5) dividing 13 is totally ramified in K+5. Hence, by "Tafel II" of [4],

/*(K5K+3)=16,     /2(K13(v/5)) = 4,     Ä(K5(v/T3)) = Ä(K13,4(v/5)) = l.

As [K5K+3 : K5(\/Ï3)] = [KX3(^5) : K13,4^)] = 3, we then see from Theo-

rem 2.14 of [12] that 2, the order of 2 modulo 3, divides both r2(K5Kf3) and

r2(Ki3(v/5)), so that

(3) r2(K5K|3) = 2or4,     r2(Kx3(yß)) = 2.

In particular,

C-(KX3(V5)) = C(Kxi(V5)) S (Z/2Z)2.

Let D be the subgroup of the multiplicative group of Ki3(\/5) generated by

the set

{-l}U{/VK„/k„(l-C„a)l«eN,  «eN,  n\a},

where k„ = Ki3(\/5) n K„ for each n £ N. Then we easily see that the subset

of the above,

{-l}U{\/k„(l-i„°)|aeN;  « = 5,   13 or 65;  (a,  w) = l},

already generates D . Since

Cir(K13(v/5)) = Dn£(K13(y5))

by definition (cf. §4 of [14]), it follows that Cir(Ki3(\/5)) is generated by

{-Cu, (i + Cs)(i + c;1)}5

U{(l-C6u5)(l-C¿54a)|aeN, a<32,  (a, 65) = 1}

ll-C.3
a € N,  2 <a < 6
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Furthermore, since (1 -fg5)(l -C¿54a)C?3 and (1 — Cf3)(l — Ci3)_1Cff-6 are real

for each a £ N, Cir(K13(\/5)) is the direct product of Cir+(K13(%/5)) and the

cyclic group (Ç13). Thus we know that a set of generators for Cir+(Ki3(\/5))

consists of -1, (1 + C5)(1 + C5"1) = ((l+v/5)/2)2,andthe 17 units e. , ... , e17

of K+,(yß) defined by13V     1 y

«i = (i - Í65)(i - c¿54)íi*3,    £2 = (i - c625)(i - cl!)cr33>

e3 = (i - c635)(i - c¿523)c13,    £4 = (i - Í645)(i - c6-59)cr36 »

e5 = (1 - C665)(l - C659)C43,       e6 = (1 - &)(! - QfKñ4,

E7 = (1 - C685)(l - C6-518)Cl3, £8 = (1 - C&Xl - C6254)C33,

£9 = (1 - C¿|)(1 - |¿f)tó filO = (1 - Í¿56)(1 - C6259)C23,

«n = (i - c¿57)(i - c6-522)cr36>    en = (i - c625)(i - c6-531)Ci3,

_ '13 r6 _ '13 r—I _'13r5
£13 - "j        r—L13> e14 — "j-r-Si3   , e15 - "j       y—<,\3>

I - 4l3 1 - Cl3 l - 4l3

1 - r5 1 - r6p     - ('l3r-2 .     _ l     ^»13 r4
ei6 - -j—;?—4)3 . «17 - "j—Ï—4l3-

1 - 4l3 I - 4l3

Let f ,  ... , fX2 be the elements of Gal(K65/Q) such that

/l(Có5) = Có5 > /2(Cö5) = Có5 ' /3(Có5) = Cô5 ' A(Côs) = Cö5 '

/5(Í65) = Clî > fie(í(,i) = Cil > fl(íki) - C¿5 > /8(Có5) = Coi >

fi(Us)  = C65 »  /l0(Cö5) = Cô5 >  /life) = Có5 >  /l2(Cö5) = Cö5•

It then follows that Gal(K|3(\/5)/Q) consists of the restrictions of all fa , 1 <

a < 12, on K|"3(\/5). Let F2 denote as usual the field whose additive group is

Z/2Z. Putting
0 = 2Z,        I = {l + 2« I n £Z},

let M be the matrix over F2 of (12, 18)-type such that every component of the

18-th column of M equals Ï and, for each a, 5eN with a < 12 and b< I f,
the (a, ¿>)-component of M equals Ö or I according as fa(^b) is positive or

negative. For each a, b £ N with a < 18, b < 18 and a ^ b, let Raj, denote

the square matrix over F2 of degree 18 such that the diagonal components and

the (a, è)-component of Ra^ equal Ï and the other components of Ra,b

equal Ö. Let

R\\ — R\ 1,2-^11,4-^11,6-Rl 1,9-Kl 1,13-ß 11,15-^11, \iR\ 1,18 >

Ri, = R5, 1^5,2-^5,8-^5,10-^5,18 »

R\2 = R\2,4R\2,6Rn ,iR\2, uRn, \4R12, IT ,

Rl — ^3,1^3,6^3,7^3,9^3,15^3,16^3,17^3,18 ;

-^10 = -RlO, 1-^10,4-^10,15-^10,18»

Rg = i?9_ 2-^9,4-^9,6^9,7^9,8-^9,13^9,14-^9,15-^9,16 »

^8 = ^8,1^8,2^8,7^8,16 >

^7 = Rl ,2Rl ,(>Rl, 14^7, 15^7, 16-^7,17-^7,18»

^2 = ^2,13-^2,18»

i?o = R\\R5R\2R?,R\oB-')RiRiRX4,13-R17,15^2^4,15-
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Then

MRr,

/ÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖIÖÖÖÖÖÖÖx
ÖÖÖÖIÖÖÖÖÖ00Ö00ÖÖÖ
0ÖÖ0ÖÖ00ÖÖI I0ÖÖ0ÖÖ
0ÖIÖ0ÖÖ000ÖÖOÖÖÖ0Ö
ÖÖIÖÖÖÖOOTIÖOÖÖÖÖÖ
ÖÖÖOIÖÖÖIÖÖIÖÖÖÖÖÖ
ÖÖÖOIÖOIÖÖÖIOÖÖÖÖÖ
ÖÖ1ÖI0IIÖIIÖÖÖÖÖ00
ÖÖIOÖÖIOIIÖIÖIOÖIO
ÖÖIÖOÖÖIOOÖÖÖÖÖÖIÖ
ÖÖÖÖIÖÖI T I TÖÖIÖÖÖÖ

Vööööööi   iöööiötöööö/
and, for any xx,  ... ,  xx$ £ F2, the first, second, 4th, 6th, 13th, i5th, 16th,

and 18th components of the row vector (xx,  ... , Xi8)i?o are xx + xs + x% +

Xg + XXo + Xxx ,   X2 + X-} + X5 + X7 + XXX + XX2 ,   X3 + X4 + X5 + Xg + XXo + XX2 ,

Xi+Xs + Xü + Xj + Xa+Xg ,  X2 + Xfi+X\3 + XX4 ,  X4+Xij + X15+X17 , X7 + X12 + X16 ,

and x2 + X3 + x8 + X10 + x18, respectively. We therefore see that Cir*(Kt3(\/5))

is generated by

{t I n £ Cir+(Ki3(V5))}

U {e\esese9el0£u , £2£3£5£7£u£i2, £3£4£5£9£io£i2,

£3£5£6£7£8£9, £2£8£i3£i4, ^nCis^n, ^e^eió: -e2e3e8eio}.

-1
Let a = Ç13 + C13   and ß = Ç5 + C5

a6 = 1 - 3a - 6a2 + 4a3 + 5a4

Then

ß = 2    (mod \ß),

and {1, a, aJ a4 ,  a5,  ß ,  aß ,  a2ß ,  a3ß ,  a4/?,  a5/?} is a basis of

the additive group of algebraic integers in K|3(\/5). On the other hand,

fi(exe5esegeioexx) = f\2(^£^^^\o^\2) = fs(e3e5e6e7sse9) = e2e3e5e7exxex2,

/72 = /i = l,        /i2/2 = l,        /5/4 = l.

Using these facts, we have

e2e3e5e7£11ei2 = (a3 + a4 + a5)2

eie5e8e9e10eii = (/7(a3 + a4 + a5))2

e3e4e5e9eioei2 = (/¡(a3 + a4 + a5))2

e3e5e6s7eSE9 = (/4(a3 + a4 + a5))2

e2£8£i3£i4 = (1 + 2a3 + 4a4 -I- 3a5)2 (mod \ß

e4£ii£i5ei7 = (1 + 2a + a2 + 3a5)2     (mod V5

£7£i2£i6 = (4 + a + a2)2 (mod v7!

-£2£3£8£io = 1 (mod VS'

(mod V~5

(mod \/5

(mod \/5

(mod \/5

Since the conductor of K5K|3 over K|"3(\/5) is the product of a 1 infinite primes

of Kt3(-\/5) and the principal ideal (\/5), the Hasse norm theorem implies for
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any n £ E* (K+3(y/5)) that if n = Ü;2 (mod y/5) with some algebraic integer Ç

in K|3(%/5), then n lies in NK¡K+/K+,^,(K5K+3). Thus we have

Çir*(K13(v£)) ç NK5KyK{^(K5K+3).

Furthermore, h(K+3(y/l)) = 1 as already mentioned, just three distinct prime

ideals of K{"3(\/5) divide 5, K+ = Q(\/5) is a quadratic field, and 13 is not
decomposed in K(,s = KsKi3. It therefore follows from I that

r2(K5Kf3) > r2(Kx3(V5)) + 1 ,

so that (3) shows that r2(K5K+3) = 4. This now means, by h(K5K+3) = 16,

that

C"(K5K+3) = C(K5Kf3) £ (Z/2Z)4.

Note next that, since h(K+5) = h(K+3(yfi)) = h(Q(yß, vT3)) = 1, we easily
have h(K+) = I for every imaginary abelian field K with f(K) = 65. For in-

stance, we have h(KXi^(T/5)) = 1 by the fact that the prime ideal of Ki33(\/5)

dividing 13 is ramified in the quadratic extension Kf3(\/5) over Ki3j3(\/5). We

further know from "Tafel II" of [4] that the imaginary abelian fields with con-

ductor 65, different from K5K+3, Kl3(v/5), K65, K5K13i3, L65jl2, L'65 12,

have square-free relative class numbers and that

h-(K65) = 26,    /r(K5K13,3) = 22,     h-(Us,n) = 2\    h-(L'65¡x2) = 23.

It is shown in [5] that

C(K65) = C-(K65) S, (Z/4Z)2 © (Z/2Z)2.

By h(K5) = 1 and [K5K.3i3 : K5] = 3 , Theorem 2.14 of [12] implies

C-(K5K13,3) = C(K5K13,3) S (Z/2Z)2.

This fact follows also from C(K5K+3) £ (Z/2Z)4 . Now let

<y = —(Ci3 + cr3')(cf3 + cr3 ) -1,
so that

weK|3i3,        co3 + 2co2 - 3co - 5 = 0.

Let a be a generator of the cyclic group Gal(Ki3 3/Q). As the prime 5

is completely decomposed in Ki3)3, the principal ideals (to), (of), (of )

are the three distinct prime ideals dividing 5. By co + 1 £ £(Ki3i3) and

to = (co + l)-2 (mod 4), the prime ideals of Ki33 dividing 2 are unramified

in Ki3i3(N/w, \ftif). On the other hand, L65 i2 is a quartic extension over

Ki3_3 in which (to) and (coa) are fully ramified. Hence ~L(,$,\2(\fto~, \fco~°) is

unramified over Lé5,12 • We also see from the relations

toto" + co°coal + of1 co = -3,        coufvf =5

that each of y/co, \fo~f, \fco~of is neither totally real nor totally imaginary.

Furthermore, by genus theory, K5Kf3 is an unramified quadratic extension

over L65ji2 . Thus K5K+3(y/tö, y/af) is an unramified abelian extension over

1*5,121 and

Gal(K5K|3(v^,   Vaf)/U5, x2) S (Z/2Z)3.
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Since h~(l.65, x2) = h(L65X2) = 23, class field theory then shows that

C-(L65,12) = C(L65,,2) = (Z/2Z)3.

Note that K5K|3(v/w, Vcf) is the Hubert class field over L65,i2 • Similarly,

we can see that Kn(\/5, y/m, y/co°) is the Hubert class field over L'65 12 , as

well as that

C-(L^5,12) = C(L^5>12)-(Z/2Z)3.

3

Let us prove the assertion II. The discussion in the preceding section guaran-

tees that it now suffices to consider the imaginary abelian fields k in %? with

f(k) t¿ 65 . The values of the relative class numbers of all imaginary abelian

fields in %? are given by "Tafel II" of [4]. In particular, we see that an imaginary

abelian field in %? whose conductor differs from 65 does not have square-free

relative class number if and only if it is one of the following 59 fields:

K29, K31,  Kji.6,  K41,  K71,  K7i,i4,  K13,3(v^39),  Qtv7^),  K+(v/r55),

Q(v/=55), K+(v^ï,  v^Ï4), Q(v^T,  v^Ï4), K+(v^2,  v^H),

Q(v^2,  vQi), K+tv^U), Q(V^Ï4), K57, K+9(V^3), K60,4, K68,

K+7(v^T), K17,4(v^T), K68,8, K68,4, Q(V=Y7), K77, K7K+ , K+K„,

K+(V^2l), Q(v/Z2l), K87, K+9(V=%), K29M^3), K29tl(yf^1),

K91,  K7K+3,  K7K13,4,  K7(VÎ3), K+K13,  K+K13,4,  K+K13,3(v/=9Î),

K+(V^9Î),  K93,  K3,V«í.\/-3),  K95,  K5K19,6,  K5(v^Ï9),  K,^),

Kl9i6(y/1), Q(V5,  v^Ï9),  K+9(v/^95),  K{9;i(V^), Q(v/^95),  K96,

KUs/^3),  K96,8(v^T),  K96,8(v/3),  K96,8,  K99.

We further know from the results of [1, 11, 12] that, except K^, , the maximal

real subfield of each of these fields has class number 1. We keep such datum

and the next trivial lemma in mind throughout the rest of the paper.

Lemma (cf. Lemma 7 of [15]). Let F/k be an extension of imaginary abelian

fields and let p be a prime number. Let Sp denote the Sylow p-subgroup of

C~(F), Sk the Sylow p-subgroup of C~ (k), I the natural map C(k) -* C(F),
and v the norm map C(F) —► C(k). Assume that p does not divide [F : k].

Then I induces an infective homomorphism Sk -* Sf-, v induces a surjective

homomorphism Sp -* Sk , and SF   =  I(Sk) x (Ker v n SF).

As stated in [9, 10] and justified in [7], etc.,

C-(K29)^(Z/2Z)\        CiK3,1 £ Z/9Z,        C-(K41) = (Z/l 1Z)2,

C-ÇKh) - (Z/49Z) © (Z/79241Z).

On the other hand,

A(K2+9) = /?(K+)=l,        /r(K31,6) = 9,        /r(K71,14) = 49,

[K3i : K3i 6] = [K71 : K7ii4] = 5.
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It therefore follows that

C(K29)=-(Z/2Z)3,        C(K4,)^(Z/11Z)2,        CT(K31j6)£Z/9Z,

C-(K7i,14)^Z/49Z

(cf.  the lemma; for the result C(K29) £ (Z/2Z)3, see also [2, 3]).  Now, we

easily have C(Q(v/z39)) £ Z/4Z, so that

C-(K13,3(v/-39))sZ/4Z

by h-(Ki3t3(y/=39)) = 4 and [Kxit3(y/=39) : Q(v/Z39)] = 3. Similarly, we
have

C(Q(v/r55)) £ C-(K+.(^/^55)) £ Z/4Z,

C(Q(v^T4)) £ C-(K+(v^Ï4)) £ Z/4Z.

It further follows for either a £ {1,  2} that

C-(K+(v^,  v/^Î4))sC-(Q(v/^,  v^Ï4)) = C(Q(^Td,  yTÏA))

^Z/4Z,

since h-(Q(y/=ä, V^U)) = /r(Kj(>/=ä, yf-Î4)) = 4, K+(yf=a, v^) is
a cubic extension over Q(yf=:a, \/-14), and the prime ideal of Q(v/-Î4) di-

viding 2 is ramified in Q(vc:ä,  V—14).
Note next that A(K19j3) = 1 and that /z-(K|9(v/z3))(= h(K+9(y/-î))) = 9.

Let T = Gal(K+9(\/-3)/Ki9i3(v/:r3)) and let y be a non-trivial element of Y.

Since T acts on C(K|9(-/-3)) in the obvious manner, we regard the 3-group

C(K|9(\/-3)) as a module over the group ring Z[r]. It then follows from

|r| = 3 that any Z[r]-submodule of C(K+9(\/z3)) other than {1} contains

a non-trivial element fixed by Y. Hence, by A(K|9(\/—3)) = 9, the order

|C(K+9(v/z3))'-}'| equals 3 or 1, so that

(4) C(K+9(V-3))^  ={1}.

Let i be the natural map from C(Ki9)3(i/^3)) = C~(K19j3(\/^3)) to

C(K+9(y/=3)) and N the norm map from 'C(K+9(/^3)) to C(Kl9^(V^3)).

As the prime ideals of Ki93(v/-3) dividing 19 are ramified in Kf9(\/-3),
Proposition 1 of [8] implies that i is injective and class field theory shows that

N is surjective. However, by (4),

i(N(c)) = cx+y+y2 = c3+1>1(X-y)1 = c3       for any c £ C(Y+9(\T1>)).

Therefore we find from h(Ki9ti(V-î)) = 3 that

(5) C-(K+9(v/=3)) = C(K+9(v/^3)) = Z/9Z.

Since K57 is a quadratic extension over K+9(\f-3) with (relative) class number

9, we then have

C(K57) = C-(K57)SZ/9Z,

which is a result of [15] (for a general argument, cf. Lemma 4 or 6 of [15]).

Note that one conversely obtains (5) from this result without difficulty. It is

also easy to see that

C-(K6o,4) = C(K6o,4)S(Z/2Z)2.
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In fact, h~(K60,4) = 4, Ks(\/-T,  %/-3) is the genus field of K60j4 , and

\2
Gal(K5(^-l,  V-3)/K60A) = (Z/2Z)^

Let H be the Hubert class field over Q(v^T, vl7) so that H is a Galois

extension over Q. By A(Q(v/-T, VT7)) =2, // is a quartic abelian extension

over Q(VT7). As the prime ideals of Q(\/-T, VTÏ) dividing 2 are ramified
for Q(v/:rT, v/Î7)/Q(v/Î7) and unramified in //, // must not be cyclic over

Q(v/Ï7), i.e., Gal(ifr/Q(v/T7)) s (Z/2Z)2. On the other hand, the composite

HKX1 4 is a quadratic extension over K174(\/^î), since the prime ideals of

Q(v/=T, VT7) dividing 17 are ramified in //Kn,4- Now, Kö84 is a quadratic

extension over Q(-/Î7) and, by genus theory, Kp^v^T) is an unramified

quadratic extension over K68j4. We then see from //K17,4 = //Kô8,4 that

HKXj,4 is an unramified quartic abelian extension over Ké8;4 . However,

Gal(//K,7,4/K68,4) £ Gal(/////nK68i4) ç Gal(///Q(vT7)) £ (Z/2Z)2.

Thus Gal(^K17i4/K68i4) £ (Z/2Z)2. Since A-(K68,4) = 4, it follows that

C-(K68,4) = C(K68,4)^(Z/2Z)2.

We can similarly obtain, by /z~(K68,8) = 4,

C-(K68,8) = C(K68,8)^(Z/2Z)2,

starting with the fact that //Kn,4 is an abelian quartic extension over K17>4 .

Note that H = Q(yT7, vTTV^T), so that K68i4( v^TTV^T) and
K68,8(-\/l + 4\/^T) are the Hubert class fields over K68>4 and Kô8)8, respec-

tively. It is easy to see that C(Q(y/-l7)) = Z/4Z. In virtue of the well-known

result

C(K68) = C-(K68)^Z/8Z

(cf. [3]), we still easily see that

C(K17,4(V-1)) = C-(KI7,4(v,-l)) £ C-(K17,8(>/-1))

= C(K17,8(v/rT)) = Z/8Z,

because  h~(Knis(yf-l))  = h~(Kxl,4(1/^1))  =  8   and the prime ideals of

Kn,4(\/-T) dividing 17 are totally ramified in K^ .
As already shown in [6],

C(K77) = C"(K77) £ (Z/4Z)4 © (Z/5Z).

Furthermore,

C-(K7K|1) = C(K7K+)S(Z/2Z)4©(Z/5Z);

in fact, /2-(K7K+) = 24-5, A(K7) = 1 , and so Theorem 2.14 of [12] implies that

r2(K7K[",) is divisible by 4, the order of 2 modulo 5 = [K7Kf, : K7]. We can

also see that h~(K+Kxx) = 24 , h(K+(V=îl~)) = I , [K+Kn : K+(s/^U)] = 5,
and hence 4 | r2(K+Kxx). Therefore

C-(K+K11) = C(K+K11) = (Z/2Z)4.
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Since

C(Q(v^2l))s(Z/2Z)2,     A-(K7-(v/^2T)) = 4,

[K7"(v-21) : Q(v-21)] = 3,

we obtain _ _

C(K+(V::2Î)) = C-(K+(V^2l)) £ (Z/2Z)2.

It is shown in [6] that

C(K87) = C-(K87) = (Z/8Z)3 © (Z/3Z).

In addition to this, the norm map C(K87) -* C(K+9(y/^3)) is surjective since

the prime ideal of K+9(y/-3) dividing 29 is ramified in K87. On the other

hand, h(Q(V::3, y/29)) = 3, [K+9(y/=3) : Qtv^, \/29)] = 7, and hence, by
Theorem 2.14 of [12], 3dividesboth r2(lQ9(\f^)) and the 2-rank of the factor

group C(K+9(v/=3))/{c2 | c £ C(K+9(s/=3))}. Hence we have

C-(K+9(v/z3)) = C(iq9(V=3)) = (Z/4Z)3 © (Z/3Z)*.29\v —J)) — ^-\^29\

by A-(K+9(v/=3)) = 26-3. As

A-(K29>7(v/^3)) = 23,     A(Q(v/=3)) = l,     [K29,7(v^3) : Q(v^3)] = 7,

we obtain, again from Theorem 2.14 of [12],

C-(K29,7(v^3)) = C(K29,7(v^3)) £ (Z/2Z)3.

Let H' be the Hilbert class field over K29i7(\/-3) • Then H' is a Galois exten-

sion over K29,7 and, by the above, Gal(//7K29,7(v/z3)) = (Z/2Z)3. Let T be
the inertia group for H' ¡K29j of the prime ideal of K29,7 dividing 3. Clearly,

\T\ = 2 and Gal(/P/K29>7)' is a semidirect product of Gal(//7K29,7(v/z3))

by T. The group ring Z[Gal(K2g ,1(\f^1>) IY.2g,-,)] acts on C(K29i7(v/^3)) in

the obvious manner. Since A(K29>7) = 1 , we have C(K29,7(v/-3))1+T — {1} ,

where t is the non-trivial element of Ga^K^^V^VK^?). Thus

cT = c~x=c       for any c e C(K29i7(\/^3)).

Therefore, by class field theory, H' is abelian over K2917 so that

Gal(//7K29,7) = T x Gal(H'IK2gj(yf^2,)) S (Z/2Z)4.

Furthermore, the prime ideal of K29;7(v/-3) dividing 29 is ramified in

K+9(y/^3) and, by genus theory, K29(\/-3) is an unramified quadratic exten-

sion over K29j7(\/-87). Hence H'K+9 is an unramified abelian extension over

K29,7(vc87) of degree 24 . On the other hand, from H'K+9 = 7/'K29,7(v/::F7)

it follows that

Gal(//'K+9/K29,7(v/z87)) = Gal(H'/H' n K^.^v^)) ç Gal(/r/K29,7).

We therefore have

Gal(/i'K+9/K29,7(v/=87)) £ (Z/2Z)4.

However, A-(K29>7(>/=87)) = 24- 3 . Hence

C-(K29,7(v/=87)) = C(K29,7(v^87)) S (Z/2Z)4 © (Z/3Z).
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Let 0=1 + 3/(C7 + C7_1), so that

(6)       0eK+,        d3 + 362- 180- 13 = 0,        6>3 = (0+l)2    (mod 4).

Let p be a non-trivial element of Gal(K^/Q). As the prime 13 is decomposed

in Kj , the principal ideals (9), (8P), (6P ) are the distinct prime ideals of

K+ dividing 13. These prime ideals are ramified in K7r(v/-91), and K7(\/Î3)

is the genus field of K7F(v/-91). Hence, as in the case of L65ji2, we can see

from (6) that K7(\/Ï3, Vd, \ÍQp) is an unramified abelian extension over

K7"(v/-91) whose Galois group over 1^(^-91) is isomorphic to (Z/2Z)3.

However, A~(K7"(v/-91)) = 23. Thus we have

C~(K+(V^9l)) = C(K+(V^9Ï)) s (Z/2Z)3.

Since h-(K+Kn^(yf^9l)) = 23 • 7 and [K+Kn^iv^) : K+(y/^9l)] = 3,
we also have

C(K+Kx3,}(,f^9l)) = C-(K+Kl3,3(y/^9l~)) S (Z/2Z)3 © (Z/7Z).

Now, h(Q(V^7, Vñ)) = 1, h-(K7(y/T3)) = 22, [K7(y/l3) : Q(V^, VTJ)]
= 3, A(K13>4) = 1, A-(K+K13>4) = 22,and [K+K13,4 : K13>4] = 3. It

therefore follows from Theorem 2.14 of [12] that

C-(K7(v/T3)) = C(K7(VU)) £ (Z/2Z)2 S C(K+K13,4) = C"(K+K13>4).

Furthermore, A"(K7K+3) = 22•7 • 13, A"(K+K13) = 22 • 37 , and

[K7K+3 : K7(v/H)] = [K+K13 : K+K13,4] = 3.

Hence

C(K7K+3) = C"(K7K+3) £ (Z/2Z)2 © (Z/7Z) © (Z/13Z),

C(K+K13) = C-(K+K13) £ (Z/2Z)2 © (Z/37Z).

It is known (cf. [6]) that

C(K9i) = C-(K9i) £ (Z/4Z)2 © (Z/7Z) © (Z/13Z) © (Z/37Z).

This fact imples

C(K7K13,4) = C-(K7K13>4) S (Z/4Z)2

since A~(K7K13|4) = 24 and [K91 : K7Ki34] = 3. As asserted in [15],

C(K93) = C"(K93) £ (Z/9Z) © (Z/5Z) © (Z/151Z).

Hence

C-(K31>6(v^3)) = Z/9Z

by A-(K31;6(v/^3)) = 32 and [K93 : K31,6(^=3)] = 5 .

We next obtain

C-(Kx9,3(y/^95)) S Z/8Z,     C-(K+9(^/^95)) £ (Z/8Z) © (Z/19Z)

from C(Q(v/z95)) £ Z/8Z. Indeed,

A-(K,9,3(v/z95)) = 8,        /2-(K+9(v/z95)) = 8-19,

[K^^v7^) : Q(>/=95)] = [K+^v7^) : K,9,3(v/=95)] = 3.
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Since  Q(\/5,   %/—19)   is the genus field of Q(\/-95), we also obtain from

A-(Q(v/5, v/rÎ9)) = 4 that

C-^v/s",  v/^T9)) = C(Q(v/5,  v/=T9)) £ Z/4Z.

Furthermore, A-(K19,6(v/5)) = 4, A-(K19(\/5)) = 4 • 19, ¿"(^(v/1^)) (=

A^V^))) = 4, A-(K5Ki9>6) = 4-13, A-(K95) = 4-13-19-109,

K\9,é(V5) is a cubic extension over Q(\/5, \/-19), Ki9(\/5) is a cubic ex-

tension over Ki9>6(\/5), the prime ideals of Q(\/5, V-19) dividing 5 are

ramified in K5(\/-19), K5Ki96 is a cubic extension over Ks(\/—19), and

K95 is a cubic extension over K5Ki96. Thus C"(Ki96(v/5)), C~(Ki9(\/5)),

C-ÍKsív7-^)) (= CiKsiv^n))),' C-(K5K,9,6), and C"(K95) are cyclic
groups. It is known that

C(K96) = C-(K96) £ (Z/3Z)2

(cf. [15]), while h-(K+2(/^3)) = 32 and A-(K96,8(v^T)) = h~(K96tii(V3)) =

A~(K96 8)   =  2 • 32. Hence, noting [K% : Q]   =   25, we easily have

C(K+2(V^3)) = C~(K+2(yf^3)) S (Z/3Z)2,

C(K96,8(v^ï)) = C-(K96,8(v^T)) 3 C(K96tS(V3)) = C-(K96t&(V3))

£ C(K96,8) = C-(K96,g) £ (Z/2Z) © (Z/3Z)2.

Since it is known that

C(K99) = C"(K99) £ (Z/3Z) © (Z/31Z)2

(cf. [15]), the assertion II is now completely proved.

4

We conclude the paper by verifying the result stated at the end of the intro-

duction. Let k be any imaginary abelian field in %?. Let 31 denote the subset

of ¿f defined by

3t = {K71 ,  K73 ,  K73>24,  K79 ,  K79>26,  K83,  K89 ,  K97,  K97>32}

so that %? \ 31 is the family of imaginary abelian fields k' in %? for which

either [A:' : Q] < 23 or f(k') is not a prime number > 71 . We then have:

III. Under the assumption k £ %?\3l, C(k) is cyclic if and only if C~(k) is
cyclic.

Proof. Let

L80,4 = QÍv/-10-3v/To) ,        L'80,4 = q('v/-10-v/Tö) ,

1^85,4 = 0(^-85-6^ ,        L¿5i4 = Q^-85-2>/85) ,

L85,8 = Q((Í5 - c;1)(Cm - Cäl)(ct7 - O - (cl - c5-2)(C27 - ín2)(c?7 - cr78)).

l'85,8 = Q((í5 - c5-')(c,7 - c¡?w?7 - O + (C52 - c5"2)(c27 - cr72)(c?7 - Cñ8))-
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These are distinct imaginary cyclic fields such that

/(L-80.,4) = /(L80,4) = 80,

/(L85,4) = /(L'85i4) = /(L85,8) = /(L'85,8) = 85,

[L80,4 : Q] = [Lio,4 : Ql = [L85,4 : Q] = [Lg5,4 : Q] = 4,

[L85,8:Q] = [L858:Q] = 8.

5),  LWv^),'

Let

jr =

so that /c/\^, Assume now that h~(k) is square-free and that k lies

in %?\32 . Then the results in [1, 4, 11, 12] imply that h(k) is not square-free

if and only if k lies in JV , and that

h(UoA^\)) = AiXgo^v^)) = A(L80,4) = A(L85,8) = h(Us,4) = 4,

/¡(L^^v^T)) = A(Lg0i4(v^5)) = AiLgo.4) = A(L'8Si4) = 4 • 5,

A(L85i8) = 4-73.

However, for each k' £ yV, the genus field of k' is a quartic cyclic extension

over k'. It therefore follows that C(k') is cyclic for every k' £JV.

On the other hand, if k lies in %?\3l and A-(A) is not square-free, then

h(k+) = 1, i.e., C(k) = C~(k) (cf. the proof of II). Hence III is proved.

Remark. In virtue of the results of [ 1, 11, 12], h(k+) equals the genus number

of k+ whenever k lies in Sf\3l. Theorem 2 of [11] further implies that, even

in the case k £3? , h(k+) equals 1, the genus number of k+ , if the generalized

Riemann hypothesis for the Dedekind zeta function of k+ is assumed to be

true.

Although we omit the details, the results of [13, 17, 18], together with those

of [1, 2, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16], enable us to determine the structure of C(k") or

C~(k") for several imaginary abelian fields k" outside 2? (cf. [6, 15]).
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